
In some countries today, there is an attitude that ‘anyone can do it’ in the arts-music, literature, acting, art, etc. 
As a result, people with no talent become rich and famous and genuine talent is not valued or appreciated.

Do you agree or disagree?

Note: Purple words mean I am not sure which one is correct, or whether it is correct or not.

First of all, the attitude that ‘anyone can do it’ is such a valuable progress in human society. I have to disagree with 
the given statement about the devaluation of genuine talented people.

Everyone is considered talented, whether is talented-born or well talented-trained. There are many types of talent 
in various fields such as music, art, and acting, etc. In fact, the chances that you would watch non-talented people 
who perform as an actor/actress in the a television show are not that high because . Because they are demanded 
to perform their best maximum to increase the quality of the show, yet there are few talentless-less people which 
who are hired by using connection or quota. On the other hand, in some fields like singing, performers are 
required to have the talent of singing, so even thought though they would get hired with the help of others, the 
chances that they may lose followers sooner or later are high since they have lack of capabilities, hence their fame 
would disappear soon. /hence disappearance of their fame

In my opinion, the fact that today’s people are able to learn tons of skills without any great effort on the Internet is 
such a breakthrough technology in the last decades. Now they can surf the websites and acquire enormous e-
learning archives of their respective area of interest, but it does not always lead to becoming prominent. The 
competition between the general public who share their talents online is excessive. We can take YouTube artists as 
an example,. they would be famous for months and disappear soon because they have got no adequate potential.

To conclude, the popularity and wealth are achievable, hence as the more you persevere, the more money you are 
paid and the more famous you become. I believe people with talent have always been appreciated, mostly in the 
developed countries. I must insist there is no way that people with definitely no talent would surpass/get a head of 
those who have divine/natural talent so, you should have adequate skills in order to be/get recognized. 


